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Navigating turbulent waters: associative clientelism
and the rise and decline of Riffian elites in Morocco

Ángela Suárez-Collado

ABSTRACT
This article examines the pathways followed by peripheral elites to gain access to the Moroccan state
apparatus and play a broker role between the centre and the periphery in Morocco. It focusses on Riffian
elites and how their profile has changed since independence according to the different social pacts and
dynamics of inclusion promoted by the Moroccan regime. The study pays special attention to analysing
the landscape of the new elites that emerged during the reign of Mohammed VI through what has been
termed associative clientelism, the limits of this new model of inclusion and the decline of these elites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Rif1 has historically been portrayed as a region in tension with the central authority and a
main focal point of rebellion and contestation. Its resistance to colonial rule during the Spanish
protectorate2 and the establishment of the Republic of the Rif (1921–27), led by Abdelkrim al-
Khattabi, helped to strengthen this image, which has been perpetuated throughout the postco-
lonial history ofMorocco (Madariaga, 2010). The region has been the source of many episodes of
contention (1958–9, 1984, 1987) since Morocco gained its independence in 1956, the result of
the combination of enduring national economic, political and cultural asymmetries and state
repression of the territory. This has reinforced regional disaffection with the centre of power
and different regionalist tendencies in Riffian activism over the decades. However, the Rif
became a priority area targeted by the regime after King Mohammed VI assumed the throne.
Consequently, some local activists were included within Moroccan circles of power, in particular
certain state institutions and the Parliament, through the Authenticity and Modernity Party
(Parti Authenticité et Modernité – PAM), set up at the initiative of Fouad Ali El Himma,
the king’s closest friend.

From the very beginning of its constitution, the PAM was a dominant party in the Rif,
mainly in the Al Hoceima province, where most of the new Riffian elites come from, and its con-
trol over the region went almost unchallenged until a peripheral revolt occurred in October 2016.
Unlike much of the Arab world, it was not the 2011 Arab Spring that called into question the
new distribution of power in the region, but the tragic death of a fishmonger after the police
seized his merchandise, which resulted in a popular uprising, the so-called Hirak movement.
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Over the course of the protest, the population accused the Riffian elites of being the sole bene-
ficiaries of the monarchy’s rapprochement to the region. The elites, however, were unable to act
as mediators between the Moroccan regime and the demonstrators during the period of unrest.
The reasons for this failure were related to the very nature of the Hirak protest movement, com-
posed of and led by young people with no significant previous experience in activism and con-
nections with the associations and organisations of civil society led by the new Riffian elites.
Thus, the lack of bonds between protestors and them contributed to a progressive disappearance
of the peripheral elites within the state apparatus and the regional political sphere.

This article focuses on centre–periphery relations in Morocco using the case study of Riffian
elites during the reign of King Mohammed VI and the pathways and constraints affecting the
access of peripheral elites to the state apparatus and their ability to play a broker role. The
two main research questions are: How can peripheral elites have a presence in the central state
apparatus? And: Are peripheral elites able to impact and influence both the centre and the per-
iphery? Against this backdrop, the article examines the means used by the peripheral elites to gain
access to central political institutions, the power resources they have needed to do so, their
spheres of influence and their brokerage capacity. To that end, the study draws on longitudinal
in-depth research in the Rif region, which includes three different close-proximity fieldwork
periods (April 2007–May 2011, October 2016 and September 2019), ethnographic observations,
in-situ observation, semi-structured in-depth interviews, life story compilations, the reconstruc-
tion of the memories of militants and a discourse analysis of debates, newspapers and documen-
tation produced by different socio-political actors. As an outsider in Morocco, conducting this
longitudinal research allowed me to face some of the challenges inherent in outsider research,
such as difficulties in establishing trust and relationships with the local community, understand-
ing the nuances of cultural practices, and navigating potential cultural and language barriers, to
ensure that the research process and findings are contextually grounded. The interviews were
conducted in the local Amazigh language, as well as in French, Spanish and English. Two-thirds
of the interviews were conducted in French or Spanish and very subsidiarily in English. Both
activists, authorities and politicians in the Rif are familiar with French, as it is widely used in
international cooperation, the media and even the administration, and Spanish, because of the
historical bond. Standard Arabic is not used in oral communication in the Rif, as a large part
of the population does not speak it, and although Darija is understood well, Riffian is the pre-
vailing language of communication among locals. For the interviews in Riffian language, an
interpreter was used. The choice of one language or the other depended on the language skills
of each interviewee and the option that facilitated greater fluency in communication between
the two parties.

The article is divided into four sections. The first presents the research framework by discuss-
ing the evolving nature of the periphery and the terms of its distance from the centre of formal
power, putting it in dialogue with the dynamics of centre–periphery relations and Morocco’s
strategies of inclusion and exclusion in the political sphere. The second section contains an over-
view of the regional elites who dominated the periphery between independence and Mohammed
VI’s accession to the throne. The third section examines the changes introduced in the periphery
during Mohammed VI’s regime and the means, resources and spheres of influence of the ‘new’
Riffian elites, who have been part of the Moroccan power circles for the last two decades. Finally,
the last section reflects on the role of peripheral elites in Morocco in the present reign, analysing
their role as brokers and their capacity to influence the centre and the periphery. The research
presented in this article expands and updates two previous articles, the first of which analysed
the Rif as periphery during the Arab Spring (Suárez-Collado, 2015) and the second, the
modus operandi of dependency networks in the region before the emergence of the popular
Hirak protest movement in 2016 (Suárez-Collado, 2018). It adds more recent research and sys-
tematises and classifies the Riffian elites from independence to the present, paying particular
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attention to the impact of the Hirak on the configuration of elites and local politics in recent
years.

2. CENTRE–PERIPHERY RELATIONS AND THE INCLUSION OF NEW
POLITICAL ELITES IN MOROCCO

The periphery, as suggested by Stepputat (2013, p. 25), can be seen as the space where ‘the pres-
ence of the state is limited, highly contested, or intertwined with forms of power and governance
that are at odds with the Weberian ideals of state and bureaucracy’. It is characterised not only by
its distance from the centre of formal power, which can be reflected in geographic, economic,
ethnic or political terms and also by its changeability and heterogeneity. Thus, centre–periphery
relations develop around the tension that emanates from the centre’s attempts to gain control
over the periphery through the processes of state- and nation-building, and the resistance of
the periphery against this expansionism (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967). Within this context, Rokkan
and Urwin (1983) argue that political dynamics in peripheries are the result of the interplay
between economic factors, territorial factors and identity that contribute to the formation of pol-
itical cleavages. They affirm that these cleavages are not static but evolve over time, often in
response to changing economic conditions, territorial boundaries and identity politics, often giv-
ing rise to complex political outcomes, including regional autonomy movements and nationalist
sentiments.

These dynamics constitute a centrepiece to explain the shifts in the nature of centre–periphery
relations in the Rif, as well as the composition of its local elites throughout Morocco’s postco-
lonial history. During this period, centre–periphery relations have evolved, giving rise to different
‘stages of escalation of peripheral aims’ (Rokkan & Urwin, 1983), which have progressed from
integrating petitions in the early years after independence to making cultural claims in the
1970s and, finally, making broad demands for political autonomy after Mohammed VI ascended
to the throne in 1999. However, while Rokkan and Urwin (1983) consider regional elites,
peripheral political parties, and local institutions to be key peripheral actors in shaping the
political dynamics of peripheries, they neglect the role that grassroots movements and social
activism can play within peripheral regions and in the definition of centre–periphery relations,
as in the case of the Rif. This article seeks to address this lacuna by analysing how activists
can turn themselves into brokers between the centre and the periphery. In the case of Morocco,
this has been possible thanks to the different socio-political pacts formulated by the Moroccan
monarchy since independence.

These kinds of pacts have served as a tool in the hands of the governing institution of the
Makhzen3 to promote different alliances at the various times when its legitimacy has been con-
tested. The Makhzen has aimed to preserve the crown’s hegemonic position within the political
system through stimulating and promoting changes from within and including certain segments
of society, demands and political groups over others (Parejo & Feliu, 2009). Incorporation into
the institutional sphere through these pacts has produced an important transformation in the
Moroccan opposition structure, insofar as inclusion in the system automatically moderates the
discourse and the acceptance of the limits of dissidence established by the regime (Szmolka,
2010). Accordingly, the main reason for these political pacts and dynamics of inclusion has
been to limit questioning of the established order and consolidate the monarchy as the main
actor, with the political parties as supporters of the status quo (Ottaway & Hamzawy, 2009).
However, at the same time, they have also led to a parallel modification of the cost of partici-
pation and the structure of political opportunity, opening up the public space to the social and
political forces that decide to take part in the process (Parejo, 2004). Thus, despite the limits
of Moroccan politics, participation in the electoral processes has constituted a mechanism for
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accessing co-optation circles and institutional representation structures, and for exerting influ-
ence over day-to-day governance decisions (Tozy, 2010).

These pacts and patterns of inclusion used by the Makhzen have affected the configurations
of not only the politically relevant elites4 in Morocco since independence, but also the compo-
sition of Riffian elites, whose degrees of influence as brokers between the periphery and the
centre have differed according to the centre–periphery relations in each given context. Moreover,
the Riffian elites since independence have been characterised by having different power
resources, which have shifted over time, pursuant to the needs of the centre and the dominant
pacts of inclusion defined at each time. Thus, the basis of power of the Riffian elites has shifted
from tribal solidarity to wealth and connections with local activism, as discussed in the following
two sections.

3. RIFFIAN ELITES AFTER INDEPENDENCE: FROM TRADITIONAL
NOTABLES TO ‘NEW TRADESMEN’

Centre–periphery relations in the aftermath of independence were characterised by strong con-
frontations between both poles, especially in Berber rural areas, such as the Rif, where tribal lea-
ders felt they were losing authority to the Arab urban elites, who dominated the party in
government, the Istiqlal Party (Parti de l’Istiqlal – PI). The rejection of the centre’s claim of
legitimacy and control over local power in the peripheries manifested itself in the form of differ-
ent uprisings, including in the Rif. In this case, other causes were also behind the periphery’s dis-
affection and reflected its geographic, economic, ethnic and political distance from the centre: the
collapse of the regional economy; a slow integration with the southern zone; relative neglect by
the state during the early years of independence; the underdevelopment of the region in terms of
education, infrastructure and employment; and the assignment of official positions to people
from outside the region, most of them French-speaking Istiqlal supporters from the southern
areas (Ashford, 1961; Hart, 1976).

The Riffian revolt, the most violent of the uprisings that occurred during that period, was
marked by intense confrontations and a repression that resulted in 8000 deaths (Ybarra,
1997). Moreover, Prince Hassan, who had led the Royal Army Forces operation, was personally
involved (Hart, 2000). The result was the imposition of central Moroccan state institutions and
control throughout the region, military governance of the Al Hoceima province for three and a
half years (Seedon, 1981) and mutual distrust between the monarchy and the Riffian population.
This was a proto-regionalist experience in which the periphery’s demands focused on the region’s
integration into the new state structure and the recognition of its particular features, contained in
an 18-point programme submitted by local notables to King Mohammed V at the end of 1958
(Hart, 1999). The programme reflected the dissatisfaction with the prevailing political party, the
lack of Riffians in government jobs and the general underdevelopment of the region, but these
claims were only partially considered by the central power (Hart, 2000).

Nevertheless, participation in the 1958 revolt came to be one of the most defining attributes
of belonging to the local elite during the following decade, in addition to traditional knowledge
and tribal affiliation (Leveau, 1976), two features valued by the Palace in the first social pact it
promoted after independence. At that time, local elites in rural areas became the main support
for the monarchy, which leant on them to counterbalance the power of the Istiqlal Party and
the urban bourgeoisie (whose modernising projects were seen as a sellout by rural notables)
(Leveau, 1976). The role of these local notables as a political buttress was fostered by the control
and electoral manipulation exercised by the Makhzen, beginning with the first parliamentary
elections and throughout the following decades (Hammoudi, 1997; Leveau, 1976).

In the case of the Rif, local elites at that time easily dominated the regional institutional pol-
itical sphere, participating both as independent candidates and as part of the pro-regime parties.
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They benefitted not only from the persistence of strong tribal cohesion and the importance of
local networks but also from the limits of electoral constituencies – consistent with tribal borders
– and the single-winner plurality voting system in place (Leveau, 1976). This meant that the
sphere of influence of the peripheral elites who emerged after independence was mainly limited
to territories that adhered to a particular tribal identity and/or solidarity. Abdelaziz Ouzzani pro-
vides a clear example of this type of Riffian elite. Because of his social anchorage, he was elected
for several parliamentary terms to represent the province of Al Hoceima. He had been born in
1927 into the Ait Yetteft tribe and, like 42.4% of the deputies in the first Parliament after inde-
pendence, he was involved in the agricultural sector. He was also the sheikh of the Ouazzania
Zaouia spiritual gathering place5 in Ait Yetteft, and therefore considered a rich man at the
time. Under the Spanish protectorate, he had been appointed as a member of the caliph’s council
in 1948 and later qaid of the tribe of Ait Yetteft in 1951. After independence, he spent ten
months in prison due to problems with the authorities related to his refusal to join the Istiqlal
Party (Leveau, 1976, p. 110). Ouzzani took refuge in Spain after the revolts of 1958 and returned
to the Rif in 1960, where he was particularly influential in the Ait Yetteft, Ait Boufrah, Ait
Gemil, Mestassa and Bucoya tribes, as well as some factions of Ait Youssef Ou Ali. He ran in
various elections, depending on the electoral districts at any given time. His first participation
in an electoral process was in 1963 under the umbrella of the Democratic Front for the Defense
of Constitutional Institutions (Le Front pour la Défense des Institutions Constitutionnelles –
FDIC), founded by Ahmed Reda Guerida, an adviser and person of trust of King Hassan II.
After this party was disbanded, he joined the ranks of the National Rally of Independents
(RNI), continuing to represent the group as a member of Parliament until the mid-term of
the 2002–2007 parliamentary period.

Despite this continuity and the support of the peripheral elites in consolidating the throne
after independence, they did not achieve any real degree of influence at the national level, and
their brokerage capacity was restricted to their constituencies of influence. The relationship
between the monarchy and the Rif during Hassan II’s reign was primarily characterised by pub-
licly demonstrated royal disdain and economic and political neglect of the region (Moreno,
1998). This became evident when the so-called 1984 bread revolt spread to the Rif, where
very specific local claims were added to the general protest against the suspension of commodity
subsidies and the increase in school fees. In this regard, protestors in the Nador province took to
the streets to denounce the impact of international migration and smuggling on the region’s
economic and social spheres and the state’s peripheralisation policy towards the northern part
of the country (Suárez-Collado, 2023). The disaffection with the centre was also seen in different
regionalist and anti-Moroccan regime proclamations – ‘Down with Hassan II!, Long live
Abdelkrim!’, ‘Long live Abdelkrim! Long live the Republic!’, ‘Too many prisons and palaces’,
‘To go to war, you remember us, whereas for living, you ignore us’6 (Clément, 1987, p. 138) –
and the state’s inability to end the riots through traditional channels, like the intermediation
of local notables (Clément, 1987, p. 138).

Various mediation attempts failed over the course of the uprising, highlighting the deficits in
the regime’s power structure at the local level. In other words, regional political elites were depen-
dent on national ones and had limited legitimacy among the population, which restricted their
ability to negotiate and dissuade the mobilised sectors. One of the most important consequences
of this confrontation between the periphery and the centre was the increased distance between
the region and the monarch, who expressly addressed the Rif to warn its inhabitants, to
whom he referred as awbach (‘savages’, ‘despicable people’), saying ‘you have known me as a
prince Hassan, better not to know me as Hassan II’ (Nahhass & Bendella, 2021), referring to
his participation in the 1958 repression. As a result, there were no Riffians in the Moroccan gov-
ernment until the mid-1990s, and the region remained economically neglected by the state for
decades (Moreno, 1998).
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That economic disregard was characterised by a laissez-faire state policy that left the region
outside the formal economic circuits, making emigration, smuggling and the cultivation and
trading of kif (hashish) its main sources of wealth (Planet, 1998). This environment favoured
the emergence of a different type of local notable, who profited from the new socio-political
pact promoted by the Palace from the late 1970s to the 1990s. During this period, the country
was experiencing a severe economic and political crisis that directly affected the legitimacy of the
monarch. These circumstances drove the Palace to reconfigure its alliances, supporting the
inclusion of new social classes into the circles of power. Thus, technocrats, liberal professionals,
businessmen, and tradesmen began to occupy more seats in Parliament. As part of the last cat-
egory, major smugglers and drug barons emerged as a new local notable group in the Rif, thanks
to the importance that both activities had for the regional economy. First, smuggling was an
important source to compensate for the weakness or absence of official exchanges between the
Spanish-Moroccan and Moroccan-Algerian borders, providing a means of subsistence for
small-scale smugglers, an important source of wealth for large and organised networks of smug-
glers, and a new way of life for the population in North Morocco (Troin, 2002). While the exist-
ence of these activities between the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla and the Rif region has
at times been understood as the cause of development problems in the region, it was also seen as a
force for social integration and economic stabilisation (Planet, 1998).

Second, the cultivation of kif, which initially developed in the commune of Ketama, experi-
enced spectacular growth from the 1970s onwards, both in the extension of the crop and in the
number of families dedicated to this activity. Indeed, it represented the only source of income for
around 200,000 households in the late 1990s (Troin, 2002). During this period, the regime used
its permissive attitude towards these illicit activities to exert control and consolidate the king as
the main actor within the political system. This strategy allowed him, according to Waterbury
(1976, p. 432), to become the chief planner, distributor and regulator who made the elites accept
the rules and outcomes established by the Palace, and to mitigate class and social cleavages
through the construction of vertically-integrated clienteles.

Within this frame, Riffian drug barons and smugglers did not advocate ‘revolutionary’ ideas;
quite the contrary, their positions tended to align with the conservative parties, which had been
part of the majority in Parliament since the 1970s and favoured the policy of tolerance that
helped them amass their power and fortunes (Moreno, 1998). In this context, their main objec-
tive, second to gaining access to institutions, was the acquisition of parliamentary immunity,
meaning that they generally upheld the Makhzen’s formal rule in the Rif, with only a few of
them actively participating in regional or national political life (Suárez-Collado, 2018). Thus,
their means to gain access to central political institutions was their membership in loyalist parties,
and their power and legitimacy resources relied on their social assistance, which generated net-
works of dependency that were used during election periods. These activities included covering
the healthcare needs of their neighbours, paying the wedding costs of the poorest, buying lambs
for the feast of Aid al-Kebir, building mosques, leading football teams and helping unemployed
people (Moreno, 1998).

Beginning in the late 1990s, the forms of notability gradually began to change, with more
importance being placed on other factors such as professional resources, both in material and
symbolic terms (Zaki, 2009). This trend intensified with the accession of Mohammed VI to
the throne and crystallised more clearly in the 2007 parliamentary elections and the 2009 munici-
pal elections. In both processes, a change in the tactics and roles of the traditional actors – the
political parties – could already be observed, along with the emergence of new actors, in particular
civic associations. As they were simultaneously linked to the social and political fields, they were
able to acquire increasing prominence in the public sphere (Parejo & Veguilla, 2008). These
transformations helped move peripheral elites from an outermost to a central-peripheral position
in the Moroccan power structure, as discussed in the following section.
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4. THE EMERGENCE OF NEW ELITES IN THE RIF AND ASSOCIATIVE
CLIENTELISM AFTER 1999

Mohammed VI’s accession to the throne led to a new social pact that sought to respond to some
of the pressing problems identified by the monarchy: the discrediting of politics in the eyes of the
population; the failure of the left after its time in power; the advance of Islamists and the Makh-
zen’s inability to deal with the Salafist challenge; and the resistance of the networks of notables,
who were suspicious of the reformist discourse that the Palace tried to promote (Tozy, 2010). To
face these challenges and preserve and enhance the king’s monopoly within the economic and
political system, different strategies were adopted, including the technocratisation of politics,
the marginalisation of the government and Parliament as policymakers, and the co-opting of
groups in civil society through governmental and semi-governmental institutions (Hibou,
2011). These circumstances also favoured the emergence of new centre–periphery relations
between the Rif and the central power that manifested themselves in three different dynamics:
the implementation of diverse development plans; the monarch’s symbolic personal relationship
with the Rif, as exemplified by his frequent trips to the region; and the co-optation of new local
elites in certain sectors who had been strongly politicised and repressed during Hassan II’s reign
and were active actors in the local civil society.

Since the end of the 1990s, associations gained a central position within national politics as an
alternative means of political participation, different from the traditional forms of representation
– for instance, political parties and unions – that were considered ultraconservative, conformist
and easily co-opted (Cavatorta & Durac, 2010). However, this new form of politics was not
exempt from falling into the state’s patronage system. Thus, from the mid-2000s onwards, mem-
bers of associations and civil society began to contemplate the possibility of turning their activist
capital into a political resource in order to gain an advantage from their own militant experience
(Emperador, 2011), which was increasingly valued by politicians during the election campaigns
(Berriane, 2009). The daily contact with the population, their social and technical expertise, and
the extensive network that some associations had at their disposal made their support or collab-
oration with political parties invaluable. This, then, gave rise to a phenomenon that can be
termed ‘associative clientelism’, which is based on the capacity of these associations to access
funds, their knowledge and their mobilisation networks (Bennani-Chraïbi, 2004; Berriane,
2009).

Within this context, at the Riffian local level, associations became important channels for
conveying the population’s grievances to the authorities and obtaining social and economic sup-
port in response to their demands. Moreover, they acted as a locus for constructing competent
pressure groups, allowing their members to connect and establish formal relationships with
the primary elite circles to advance their claims. These dynamics have produced a dual-patronage
system that constitutes a novel mechanism for redistributing diverse services, in which Riffian
elites offer associations and activist leaders the opportunity to promote their demands at the
national level or even to develop a political career at the local level, while associations and activists
put their mobilisation networks at the service of these elites (Suárez-Collado, 2018). In parallel,
associations provide diverse resources to the local population, such as funds or political support in
favour of their demands, receiving promises of solidarity and loyalty in return (Suárez-Collado,
2018). In short, Riffian elites became brokers between the regional and national levels, while local
associations acted as brokers between these elites and the Riffian population.

The transformation of Riffian activists into co-optable elites gave rise to the emergence of a
new type of elite in the region (see Table 1). This process of inclusion was tied to a very specific
context in which various transformation processes converged. First, as noted above, the new
king’s accession to the throne and his symbolic approach to the Rif inspired some local actors
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to act as a bridge between the region and the central power (Suárez-Collado, 2015). The second
was related to the dynamism of human rights associations at the national level after the creation
of a Truth Commission to shed light on human rights violations during the so-called Years of
Lead.7 This process prompted Riffian activists to become more deeply and actively involved in
the cause, with the aim of proposing a specific path of reconciliation between the Rif and the
central power (Suárez-Collado, 2013). Thirdly, the Moroccan left reunified under the umbrella
of the Unified Socialist Left (Gauche Socialiste Unifiée –GSU) in the early 2000s. In this regard,
the local Riffian political sphere and, in particular, some of the new elites played an active part in
this experience, allowing them to gain a presence within the opposition and political processes at
the centre (Suárez-Collado, 2013). Fourth, an earthquake in the Al Hoceima province on 24
February 2004 had an impact in the regional political and social spheres. The management of
the humanitarian crisis and the subsequent reconstruction process gave rise to an upsurge in
the number of associations and the consolidation of some local actors as interlocutors of the cen-
tral power in the region (Suárez-Collado, 2008). The difficulties in distributing aid and the
population’s discontent helped some local elites modify the vision of what their role could be
in future relations between the Rif and the central power (Suárez-Collado, 2013).

Of the actors involved in these processes, the most representative has been Ilyas El Omari, the
leader of a new generation of local elites, who shared a militant past related to 1980s student acti-
vism and suffered under the regime’s repression. Around El Omari other figures also emerged,
including Hakim Benchamach, Abdessalam Bouteyeb, Aziz Benazzouz and Mohamed Boudra.
All of these individuals had extensive experience in the associative field and had been part of
organisations with links to the country’s left, mainly the Unified Socialist Party (Parti Socialiste
Unifié – PSU, at that time the GSU) and the Party of Progress and Socialism (Parti du Progrès et
du Socialisme – PPS), before they joined the PAM upon its creation. The new party gave them
access to the institutions in the centre, where they used their activist experience to develop a dual-
patronage system in two different settings: the periphery and the centre. To do so, they created a

Table 1. Types of Riffian elites in contemporary Morocco.
Type of
elite

Means to
access

Power
resources Sphere of influence Brokerage capacity

Traditional Loyalist parties Participation in the

1958 revolt

Tribal areas Mediation based on tribal

identity and/or solidarity

Traditional

knowledge

Tribal affiliation

and networks

New

tradesmen

Loyalist parties Economic

resources

Local people in need Mediation based on

networks of dependencyLocal population benefiting

from hashish and

smuggling

Former

activists

Loyalist parties

Parastate

institutions

Networks in the

activist field

Local activists Mediation based on a

dual-patronage system

National politics

Civil society

Source: Author.
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variety of associations and platforms of associations (see Table 2), in order to position themselves
in the region’s political and associative sphere in four fundamental areas (which they also tried to
extend to Rabat). These areas encompassed some of the most delicate and pressure-filled issues in
centre–periphery relations, where most associations were created between the early 2000s and
2011, and over which the Makhzen exerted the most control:8 memory and reconciliation;
autonomy; Berber activism and regional development. To lead these different arenas, the Riffian
elites created and/or inserted themselves into associations, platforms, committees, networks, pol-
itical parties and advocacy centres. These represented sociologically different types of units in
terms of how individuals bind together, align their interests and collaborate to achieve common
goals or influence the channels they have at their disposal, reflecting the very nature of the dual-
patronage system, of being present in the areas of greatest interest for centre–periphery relations
in their very diverse forms.

The first area of activism was connected to memory and reconciliation in the Rif, which had
been a priority target since the beginning of Mohammed VI’s reign. This interest was perceived
as providing an opportunity to act as a broker between the region and the central power. To this
end, one of the platforms launched was the Association for the Defense of Victims of Toxic Gas
in the Rif, created by El Omari in Al Hoceima in July 1999 to open an investigation into whether
there was a correlation between the high number of cancer cases in the region and the use of toxic
gases by Spain during the Rif war. The idea was to explore new domains of militancy, such as the
common memory between Spain and Morocco, in which Riffian social and political actors could
play a distinct and special role in comparison with other Moroccan actors. The creation of this
association aroused interest in that debate and encouraged joint actions on the subject with mili-
tants from other fields, such as Berber activism, trade unions and development associations, as
well as the creation of new platforms, such as the Research Group on Chemical Warfare in
the Rif and the Mohamed Abdelkrim al-Khattabi Research Group.

The initial interest in the region’s historical memory intensified after the state established an
arbitration board (1999) and the Instance for Equity and Reconciliation (IER) (2004) to inves-
tigate the enforced disappearances and human rights violations during the Years of Lead. Both

Table 2. Brokerage strategy of the Riffian elites.
Brokerage field Demands Rif Rabat

Memory and

reconciliation

The Rif declaration

(2005)

Association for the defence of

victims of toxic gas in the Rif

The Moroccan centre for

common memory and the future

Autonomy Territorial

delimitation

Rif declaration committee Authenticity and Modernity

Party (PAM)

Powers and

autonomy

Pro-autonomy platforms

Berber Cultural and

political identity

Local Berber associations Tamaynut association

Autonomy Para-governmental institutions

(Haca, Ircam)

Development Total development

plans

Bades and Al-Amal networks Rif association for solidarity and

development (arid)

Illicit economic

activities

Source: Author.
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initiatives encouraged Riffian civil society to coordinate and find a common position between
local political forces and activists. One of the platforms that emerged within the frame of the
national reconciliation process was the Rif Declaration Committee (2003), a multi-platform cre-
ated to discuss how Riffians could address the region’s economic and social problems and claim
its historical rights against the state. Within the central core of the committee, which conducted
the meetings and debates, were Abdesalam Bouteyeb, Hakim Benchamach and Mohamed Bou-
dra, as well as Ilyas El Omari. El Omari focused on controlling the organisation and chaired the
negotiations around the Declaration’s text and the Committee’s composition.9

The final version of the Declaration (2005) focused on demanding an apology from the state
for its repressive practices against the Riffian population during 1958–59, the events of 1984 and
the 1987 revolts in addition to economic reparation for the victims. It also insisted on the respect
and recognition of the political, social and cultural rights of the region and an end to the delib-
erate marginalisation of the Rif with the implementation of a total development plan.10 These
demands were not only circulated at the regional level; the new elites also tried to influence
the position of other activists at the national level. In this regard, both El Omari and Benazzouz
pushed the Unified Socialist Left to support the Rif’s claims in order to reinforce them within the
national opposition structure.11

As Rif-state relations were, indeed, a sensitive point within the national reconciliation pro-
cess, leading the regional reconciliation project became a promising way to control and achieve
some status in the regional political realm and to play a mediating role in centre–periphery
relations. To that end, these new elites not only became directly involved in the Rif Declaration
Committee, but helped create the Instance for Equity and Reconciliation,12 participating in pub-
lic hearings.13 The national reconciliation process, then, allowed them to position themselves,
especially El Omari, within the Makhzen’s sphere of interest, as they could provide their social
and knowledge resources for its new rapprochement strategy towards the Rif (Suárez-Collado,
2018).

The second area of brokerage for these new elites was autonomist and regionalist activism.
The debate generated by the Rif Declaration Committee paved the way for the creation of
new platforms, such as the Movement for the Autonomy of the Rif (Mouvement pour l’Auto-
nomie du Rif – MAR), created in 2008, and the Northern Forum for Human Rights
(FDHNM), set up in 2010. These new organisations focused on the construction and dissemi-
nation of Riffian regionalist and autonomist discourses, which particularly resonated among the
younger sectors, mainly those who were already part of Berber activism (Suárez-Collado, 2010).
Although there was no common articulated discourse or a common territorial demarcation pro-
posal, these platforms and activists demanded, in a broad sense, the official recognition of Riffian
cultural, linguistic, and economic particularities, the right to form a regional party to exert pol-
itical pressure on the central power, respect for regional rights and interests and the constitution
of an autonomous region.14 Although the new Riffian elites did not control these platforms, they
did individually or collectively support their meetings and participated in them.15

The third area of associative brokering for the new Riffian elites was Berber activism, focused
on the defence of the political, economic and cultural rights of the Berber population inMorocco.
In the case of the Rif, this activism has been one of most powerful social forces in the region over
the last 20 years, to the point of the Berber question emerging as a central element in Riffian
politics, both from the top down and from the bottom up. From the top, authorities and insti-
tutions incorporated it into their political actions and local governance, sometimes out of convic-
tion and other times as a means of obtaining political benefits and support from sympathisers.
From the bottom, civil society in the region accepted it as part of the ideology, because it was
at times seen as a representative element of regional action and at times as a means of legitimising
mediation and negotiation with local authorities and peers. Thus, the Berber question has con-
stituted an element used by socio-political actors in the Rif to implement their own strategies of
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contestation, co-optation and accommodation in the regional political and social spheres
(Suárez-Collado, 2013). The relationship between the new Riffian elites and Berber activism
at the local level was linked to the strengthening of this activism in the region during the
1990s. Consequently, its demands were assumed and incorporated into the other fields of mem-
ory and reconciliation, as well as regionalist activism. Moreover, joint actions were regularly
organised between the new elite’s platforms and local Berber associations.

The final sphere of influence of the new Riffian elites was the field of local development, an
area they pursued in the aftermath of the 2004 Al Hoceima earthquake, which left 628 people
dead, 926 injured, and 15,000 homeless. The management of the humanitarian crisis was slow
and extremely complicated, generating deep tensions among the local population. This situation
led local associations and platforms to take control of the aid distribution and coordination, as
well as the subsequent reconstruction process. The primary new Riffian elites were actively
engaged in this process, from Mohamed Boudra, mayor of the city of Al Hoceima at the
time, to Aziz Benazzouz, founding member of the BADES Association for the Social and Econ-
omic Animation of Al Hoceima and head of the association’s management of the housing recon-
struction plan. His work focused on assisting the douar (village) committee in organising the
tasks, debates and reconstruction work among the affected people,16 which put him into close
contact with the local population. Likewise, Hakim Benchammach, Abdessalam Bouteyeb
and Ilyas El Omari, as part of the BADES association – later the Amal Network for Emergency
and Sustainable Development, the umbrella organisation for all the associations after reconstruc-
tion began – played a central role during the humanitarian crisis.

Especially significant was the role of El Omari, who, while Mohammed VI and his senior
advisor Fouad Ali El Himma settled in a tent in the devastated city, took charge of every aspect
of the crisis, from rescue operations to re-housing families.17 This involvement put him at the
forefront of crisis management, and his ability to act as a ‘fireman’ (as one witness described
him) in such a tense situation18 gave him clout and power in the administration, to the point
that the Palace realised how useful he could be as a strongman in the Rif.19 From that time
forth, he established himself as the principal interlocutor with the central government and
some in the press began to report that, thanks to the royal carte blanche, the power conferred
on El Omari and his comrades had become immense, directly derived from El Omari’s close
relationship with El Himma.20

4.1. The new elites at the centre
Parallel to this progressive empowerment, the Riffian elites deployed another strategy at the
centre, which consisted of extending peripheral demands there, capitalising on the resources
they had, and fostering their presence in central institutions and spheres of power. The activist
careers of certain individuals show how the new peripheral elites were able to insert themselves
into the centre’s structures. One such case is Ilyas El Omari, who used a network he created
during his years underground when he was part of the Marxist left. After he settled in Rabat
in the late 1980s, he started to act as a bridge between activists from different social movements.
He became involved in Berber activism in the country’s capital through the Tamaynut associ-
ation, based in Rabat, where he met Hassan Aourid, a former schoolmate of King Mohammed
VI, who would become his advocate in the Makhzen’s circles. In Rabat, he also joined the Mor-
occan Association of Human Rights (AMDH), where he tried, along with other members of
Tamaynut, to introduce the demands of the Berber movement by winning the support of com-
rades who he had known during his clandestine period.21

This was one of his first experiences with mediation, for which he used both his knowledge of
militancy and his network; later it would help him establish his role as a broker. His new con-
nections in Rabat and his increasing presence in the social and political spheres helped him
begin to insert himself into institutions at the centre after Mohammed VI came to the throne.
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For instance, he was appointed member of the Royal Institute of Amazigh (Berber) Culture
(IRCAM) in 2001 and the High Authority of Audiovisual Communication (HACA) in 2003.

The Riffian origin of these elites was also marked by the new platforms they launched in
Rabat, such as the Rif Association for Solidarity and Development (ARID), created some
months after the 2004 earthquake. This group was founded to raise awareness about the region’s
economic potential through sectoral studies, conferences, and participation in creating favourable
conditions for the revitalisation of the region’s economic, social and cultural infrastructure. At the
same time, this kind of platform served the political objectives of the elites, primarily their con-
solidation as brokering elites from the Rif, as reflected in the following observation by an associ-
ation activist:

Ilyas thought that the national context had changed and that other instruments could be used to make

politics. His intention was to form an association that would bring together all the economic and intel-

lectual elites outside the region. He wanted to form an association with which he could negotiate and have

an influence on the development of the region, but also on its politics.22

ARID, then, was the first attempt to constitute a Riffian lobby at the core of the state. Another
platform was the Moroccan Centre for Common Memory and the Future (CMCA), created in
2008 and headed by Abdessalam Bouteyeb, to establish a dialogue between the Spanish and
Moroccan civil society and to examine Spanish-Moroccan relations. Its foundation, which was
promoted by the Al-Amal Network, was based on the belief that civil society has powerful
capacities for awareness, negotiation, and lobbying that can serve as tools to allow stakeholders
to position themselves within the spaces of influence supported by the Moroccan political sys-
tem.23 Furthermore, the group believed that the memory of Spanish-Moroccan relations
could be used to take advantage of these capacities.24

The consolidation of the new Riffian elites in the centre paralleled the strengthening of El
Omari’s relationship with Fouad Ali El Himma, which reached its peak with the creation of
the Movement of All Democrats, the embryo of what would become the Authenticity and Mod-
ernity Party (PAM), founded in 2008. That party, promoted by El Himma, incorporated an
important number of Riffian politicians and activists with militant careers similar to that of El
Omari. These included some of the figures discussed above; Hakim Benchamach, Aziz Benaz-
zouz and Mohamed Boudra were all part of the first Political Bureau.25

The aim of the new party, characterised by its liberal and anti-Islamist positions, was to gain
power in the 2012 elections, and it obtained excellent results in the 2009 municipal elections. In
Al Hoceima, for instance, the party won more than twice the number of votes as the second most
voted party. The strong Riffian presence deep inside the organisation was viewed with suspicion
by its other members and as a sign of domination by the Rif population, who did not hesitate to
send requests or complaints to El Omari so that he could address them directly.26

Thus, by the end of the 2000s, the new Riffian elites were present both at the centre and the
periphery, at the institutional and non-institutional level, and they acted simultaneously as a
transmission belt for the less challenging petitions of the periphery, and a containment barrier
for the more challenging demands in the Rif. However, the beginning of the next decade called
into question not only the centre–periphery relations, but also the role of Riffian elites as brokers.

5. THE PERIPHERY IN CONTENTION: THE DECLINE OF THE NEW RIFFIAN
ELITES AFTER 2011

The so-called Arab Spring had a special impact in the Rif, as it was the territory where the most
violent events occurred on the first day of the mobilisations and where the protests lasted the
longest. The clashes of 20 February 2011 in Al Hoceima left several buildings burned down
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(including institutional buildings, the headquarters of the PI and PAM parties, two bank offices,
and one hotel), 38 people arrested and five people, whose scorched bodies were found in one of
the burned banks, dead.27 Different members of the population interpreted the riots in Al
Hoceima in a variety of ways. On the one hand, some sectors viewed the events as a reaction
to the control that the new Riffian elites had over the Rif. Even at the national level, in
Rabat, the name and photo of Ilyas El Omari appeared on protest banners. He was seen as
one of the de facto forces in the shadows who, because of his proximity to power, enjoyed an
informal authority and was allowed to exert political pressure and influence in certain areas of
the system. On the other hand, the intention of the local political enemies of the PAM govern-
ment to destabilise it in the region was discerned in some of the actions, as noted by one Berber
activist:

The king has always been here since 1999 and has had great success. Without the Riffian political lobby,

the reconciliation with the Palace would not have taken place. There are people who are related to the

incidents who want to put an end to the reconciliation between the Rif and the Royal Palace […]. It

was a really organised affair […]. What is left (after 20 February) is the Justice and Development

Party and Istiqlal, which are the lobby of Fes and Rabat. What is needed are parties representing the Ber-

bers, and the regions, to be able to create a Riffian lobby.28

The situation in the wake of the 2011–2012 protests in the Rif progressively polarised the popu-
lation and called the brokering capacity of the new Riffian elites into question. Even so, and
although the PAM was unable to defeat the moderate Islamist PJD party in the November
2011 general election, the new elites were still able to maintain spaces of influence, both at
the periphery and the centre. The 2011 constitutional referendum was used to reinforce the
image of the PAM as responsible for development in the Rif. With the slogan ‘Yes to the con-
stitution of a new project, Yes to the continuation of the Rif development process’, the party
sought to exalt its role as an intermediary between the central power and the region, attributing
the development of the previous few years in the Rif to the closeness between the regional elites
and the country’s decision-making circles and blaming the enemy forces in the region for the
social tensions at that time.29

Within this frame, the new Riffian elites still had a presence in certain activist spheres. For
example, they were at the MAR meeting, organised after the 2011 protest. El Omari was also
behind the organisation of the North African Peoples’ Union (UNAP), which united different
autonomist Berber organisations in response to the heavy presence of Berber activists in the pro-
tests.30 The 2011 uprisings had demonstrated the deep-rootedness of Berber activism in North
Africa and its potential to impact the changes initiated in the Arab Spring countries, while the
demand for autonomy became more powerful in the uncertain situation. Consequently, the cre-
ation and control of associations sympathetic to these causes interested the Moroccan state.

The new Riffian elites tried to counteract the criticism by trying to find new ways to continue
to maintain influence in both the periphery and the political sphere of the centre. To do so, they
used the CMCA and ARID platforms to organise both national and regional meetings and
events concerning the most pressing activist trends in the Rif, such as the Rif history and
past, transitional justice, Berber culture and identity and economic development in the region.31

Moreover, Riffian elites were able to approve some key dossiers for regional activism sectors in
Parliament. One important action forced the government to reform the territorial demarcation of
north Morocco to incorporate the Al Hoceima province into the Tangier-Tetouan region, insti-
tuting the ‘Greater Rif’ territory.32 In the centre, the new Riffian elites consolidated themselves in
the PAM party, maintaining their position in the central institutions. El Omari was appointed
secretary-general of the party in 2016 and president of the Akher Sâamedia conglomerate, which
included a daily newspaper, a weekly publication, three monthly journals and an electronic
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website.33 Benchamach has served as president of the National Council of the PAM since Feb-
ruary 2012, and president of the Chamber of Councillors since 2015. Aziz Benazzouz was nomi-
nated to head the group in charge of the party’s structure in 2014 and made chairman of the
PAM parliamentary group in 2016. Finally, Mohammed Boudra became president of the
World Association of Sub-Regional Governments of the UCLG and the Association of Local
Authorities of Morocco in 2012. The elections held between 2011 and 2016 allowed the
PAM to consolidate its influence in the Rif. In 2015, El Omari was elected president of the Tan-
gier-Tetouan-Al Hoceima region, and the party won more than half of all the votes cast in the Al
Hoceima province in the parliamentary elections held in October 2016.

However, this victory did not allow the new elites to overcome the October 2016 crisis invol-
ving the gruesome death of a fishmonger after the police requisitioned his merchandise. His
death resulted in a wave of unrest against arbitrary abuse by the authorities, inequality, corruption
and the state’s governability deficit in the province. The protest went on for eight months, and its
evolution was greatly influenced by political blockage that delayed the constitution of the new
government by six months. Moreover, the lack of a clear interlocutor among the central auth-
orities and the Makhzen’s passivity in deactivating the mobilisations strengthened the protest.
In this context, the Riffian elites were not able to act as brokers in the conflict, and their inca-
pacity marked the beginning of their decline. The reasons for this failure were related to the
nature of the protest movement itself, which comprised and was led by young people with no
significant previous experience with activism or connections with associations and civil society
organisations. This lack of any real links between the protestors and the Riffian elites led to a
contraction of the state’s patronage system in the region and the elites progressively disappeared
from the party and the political arena. El Omari resigned as secretary-general of the PAM in
August 2017 and was replaced in May 2018 by Benchamach, who was in turn replaced by Abdel-
latif Ouahbi just one year later. At the regional level, this lack of power was also reflected in a loss
of electoral support, to the point that the party received only 13.68% of the votes in the province
of Al Hoceima in the last parliamentary elections in 2021. As a result, Benchamach also lost his
position as president of the House of Councillors. Divided34 and deprived of their previous pol-
itical leverage in the party and the region, the other members of the erstwhile new elite gradually
faded away from the political scene and moved on to other professions.35

Today, the approach of the centre to the Rif has shifted from a strategy of co-opting activists
to one of surveillance and the repression of activism. The Hirak movement was undermined by
more than 400 arrests in 2017. However, although its leaders were sentenced to up to 20 years in
prison, they continue to enjoy great popularity and influence in the region.36

6. CONCLUSION

The emergence of the new Riffian elites after Mohammed VI came to the throne occasioned an
important change among the peripheral elites in Morocco. The transformation entailed the
introduction of a social pact that opened the political sphere up to new social actors, with hitherto
untapped sources of power connected to their activist experience. Associative clientelism became
a successful tool to position the peripheral elites at the centre by bringing their dense network of
face-to-face relationships, local knowledge and resources for on-the-ground mobilisation in key
areas of activism in the Rif to the service of reconfiguring centre–periphery relations. Conse-
quently, the new Riffian elites were able to play a central role within state institutions and
have some degree of policy influence in favour of peripheral demands. However, their forceful
presence at the centre generated distrust on both sides. On the one hand, their consciousness
of ethnic specificity was viewed with suspicion both within the national party and the population
in the centre. On the other hand, their close ties with the centre of power were seen by part of the
Rif population as instruments for their own benefit, rather than that of the region.
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This case study of Riffian elites has shown the uneasy balance for peripheral elites who try to
maintain a state-oriented and periphery-oriented profile that will allow them to act as brokers
and central power figures at the same time. Furthermore, as their sphere of influence widened
with the new social pact, the bonds and brokerage capacity of the new elites proved to be
more volatile and less firm than those of the previous elites, which were based on tribal identity
and solidarity or dependency networks (insofar as these elites were elected for longer periods of
time). As centre–periphery relations are subject to periods of expansion and contraction, accord-
ing to the Palace’s requirements, the peripheral elites in Morocco must constantly renegotiate the
basis of their clientelistic relationships and the resources they can offer the regime. This does not
necessarily mean the disappearance of the phenomenon of associative clientelism, insofar as acti-
vists and members of civil society continue to participate in local politics and electoral processes,
but rather the evidence that the use of this patronage system needs to be readjusted in order to be
effective, following not only the needs of the pacts and dynamics of inclusion defined by the
centre, but also the elements that allow the strengthening of the bonds between local elites
and populations. Moreover, co-optation strategies among civil society continue to be common
practice in Morocco and other authoritarian contexts where the inclusion of civil society mem-
bers in institutions serves as both internal and external legitimisation mechanisms. Therefore,
keeping an eye on the changing dynamics of associative clientelism in centre–periphery contexts
can help to understand how peripheries are embedded in a dynamic structure in which power
struggles are shaped by specific historical, symbolic-discursive, institutional and socioeconomic
contexts, which modify the periphery’s opportunity structure and consequently its patterns of
interaction and resilience against the centre.
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NOTES

1. The Arabic term Rif, which has two different meanings in Arabic – ‘cultivable land’ and ‘seacoast’ – refers to a

territory located in north Morocco that has always been difficult to delimit. The problems with defining the Rif

and the Riffians have always been a result of the criteria employed (Hart, 2000), so that while in physical geo-

graphic terms the Rif is identified with the entire mountain chain that extends from Tangier to Ceuta in the

west and to Melilla in the east, linguistic and cultural criteria place it between the town of Targuist and the Mou-

louya River (Hart, 2000). This territorial space corresponds to the current provinces of Nador, Driouch and Al

Hoceima, which also incorporates the confederation of the Sanhaja as-Srair tribes, also Berber speakers, located

between Targuist and Ketama. This article uses the linguistic and cultural criteria when referring to the Rif.
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2. The Spanish protectorate in Morocco began in 1912 with the Treaty of Fes, which granted Spain control over

specific territories: the Rif in the north and Tarfaya and Saguia el-Hamra in the south.

3. The Makhzen has been described by Cavatorta and Durac (2010, p. 57) as an ‘informal governing

alliance between the monarch, his advisers, selected businessmen, high-ranking bureaucrats and tribal chiefs oper-

ating as the unelected and unaccountable decision-makers in the country beyond the control of the elected

government.’

4. Werenfels (2007) defines the ‘politically relevant elite’ as all those individual and collective actors with direct

or indirect influence on strategic decisions of national significance. Werenfels focuses on influence rather than on

formal position and/or function to present a dynamic picture of the elites, and highlights the inclusion of structural

constraints on elites, considering that the level of influence of politically relevant individuals and collectives is sub-

ject to changing domestic and international political, social and economic conditions.

5. Zaouia is a term used in Islamic culture to refer to a religious or spiritual gathering place for Sufi Muslims.

Often, a Zaouia is headed by a revered Sufi master or spiritual leader, known as a Sheikh or Murshid, who guides

and mentors the disciples on their spiritual journey.

6. Author’s translation from the French.

7. The term ‘Years of Lead’ (in Arabic zaman al-rasas or al-sanawat al-sawda) refers to the state repression of all

types of opposition to the political regime, from Moroccan independence to the end of Hassan II’s reign (1956–

99).

8. Fieldwork observation in the provinces of Nador and Al Hoceima between 2007 and 2011.

9. Interview with a member of the leftist party, Annahj Addimocrati, Al Hoceima, April 2011.

10. See ‘Rif Declaration’, Al Hoceima, 30 January 2005, and ‘Quand le Rif veut panser ses plaies’, Libération, 29

January 2006.

11. Interview with a member of the leftist party, Annahj Addimocrati, Al Hoceima, April 2011.

12. The media reported on El Omari’s presence at a home meeting hosted by Driss Benzekri (a former political

prisoner), held a few months after the enthronement of Mohammed VI. These two were joined by a small group

of people including members of the leading party in the governing coalition, the Socialist Union of Popular Forces

(USFP), and Fouad Ali El Himma, a friend and advisor to Mohammed VI, at the time Secretary of State for the

Interior. At the meeting, discussions were held about the creation of the Instance for Equity and Reconciliation

(IER), of which Benzekri would later become president. See ‘Ilyas El Omari: grandeur et décadence dans l’ombre

de Mohammed VI’, Middle East Eye, 17 January 2020. Access: https://www.middleeasteye.net/fr/actualites/

ilyas-el-omari-grandeur-et-decadence-dans-lombre-de-mohammed-vi

13. Both Hakim Benchamach and Abdesalam Bouteyeb testified about the repression suffered at the hands of

the regime during the public hearings organised by the IER in Al Hoceima. Both were arrested for their partici-

pation in the 1984 revolts while they were students at the University of Oujda and remained jailed in the Oujda

civil prison for two and three years, respectively.

14. See ‘Communiqué pour une large autonomie dans le Rif’, Mouvement for the Autonomy of the Rif, Feb-

ruary 2008; ةيفيرةيسايسةكرح"ـلةيركفةحورطأعورشم , Committee for the Movement for the Autonomy of the Rif, 10

May 2009; Amsterdam Declaration, Declaración de Amsterdam, the Northern Forum for Human Rights, 12

February 2011.

15. Information about these meetings can be found at دلابلابرارقلاةرئادىلإةدوعللفيرلليتاذلامكحلابددهييرامعلاسايلا

Arrifinu, 24 May 2011: http://www.arrifinu.net/?p=46008 [Accessed: 26 May 2011]. نويوعمجونويسايسنولعاف

فيرلاولبقتسمويسايسلاويروتسدلارييغتلاروظانلابنوشقاني , Nadorcity, 11 June 2011: http://www.nadorcity.com/

8801.html [Accessed: 11 June 2011]

16. Interview with BADES association member, April 2007.
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